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 Flexibility and choice

 Student centered approach that caters to strengths and interests 
while maintaining a firm foundation in skills based learning

 Teaching a passion

 Freedom and opportunity to design and develop new courses

 Recognition of modern literacy skills – visual and digital literacy –
in addition to traditional literary and oral modes.



 In Grade 10, students choose TWO 2-credit options.
 Focused Literary Studies
Composition
 Spoken Language
New Media
Creative Writing

 Courses grouped together for the purposes of practicality and 
simplicity with Focused Literary Studies as the fixed ingredient

 Grade 10 students now choose ONE of the following options:

Composition 10 (FLS + Composition)
Creative Writing 10 (FLS + Creative Writ)
The Power of Voice 10 (FLS + Spoken Lang)
New Media Lab 10 (FLS + New Media)
Literature & Film 10 (FLS + New Media)
Enrichment Seminar 10 (FLS + student choice)
Language Adapted 10 (FLS + Composition)



 In Grade 11, students choose ONE 4 credit option.

Composition 11
Creative Writing 11
The Power of Voice 11
New Media Lab 11
Literature & Film 11
English Literature 11 Enriched



 In Grade 12, students choose ONE of the following 
4-credit options:

English 12
English 12: First Peoples
AP English Literature & Composition 12



Grade 12 Electives:
 Academic Reading & Writing 12

Creative Writing 12

 The Power of Voice 12

New Media Lab 12

 Literature & Film 12

 English Literature 12

(Potentially, Grade 11 and 12 students are in mixed 
grade classes. For example, a Creative Writing 11/12 
course might run with Grade 11 students taking it for 
ELA credits and Grade 12 students taking it as an ELA 
elective).

Students are encouraged 
to take LOTS of English 
Language Arts courses to 
practice their literacy 
skills!





 In this course, students study film in conjunction with literary texts.
 Film as text: Films can be “read” and interpreted just like short 

stories or poems.
 This course recognizes the importance of visual literacy 

(understanding and communicating in images) to the modern, 
educated citizen. It promotes ACTIVE viewing and critical 
thinking – key skills in our digital age.
 The course is organized thematically (rather than by genre) and 

considers BIG QUESTIONS like
Why do good people do bad things?
What are the sources of lasting human happiness?
How has the use of technology impacted human life?



Literature & Film 11 Course Outline

Unit 1: The Dark Side
� What is literacy and how does it apply in our "information age"?
� How are film and literary techniques used for effect in texts?
� How is suspense created in stories and for what purpose?

TEXTS:
Short Stories: Edgar Allen Poe’s “Cask of Amontillado” and Shirley Jackson’s 
“The Lottery”
Films: Steven Spielberg’s Jaws and Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho

SKILLS:
Reading/Viewing: review of film and literature terminology, annotation and 
analysis skills, use of devices for effect, focus on understanding irony and point of 
view
Writing/Expression: observation map of Jaws (analysis of literary elements and 
film techniques), analysis essay



What do you notice?
• Observations

• Patterns

What does it mean?
• Conclusions



Unit 4: The Nature of Evil
•Why do good people do bad things?
•Is aggression necessary to get ahead in life?
•Is violence ever justified?
•Do the means justify the ends?
•Are there circumstances under which it is reasonable to break one's personal 
moral code?

TEXTS:
Films: Roman Polanski's Macbeth and Akira Kurosawa’s Throne of Blood
Media: YouTube video – Einar Overenget's "Why Good People Do Bad Things"

SKILLS:
Reading/Viewing: reading comprehension quiz, analyzing character and theme, 
synthesis viewing notes
Writing/Expression: Macbeth adaptation project



Close Viewing Notes
•Compare and contrast Roman Polanski’s version of Macbeth (1971) with Akira Kurosawa’s Throne of Blood (1957).
•Complete notes with as much detail as you can. Explain why the details you take note of are important.

Event Macbeth (Polanski)
COMMON 
GROUND Throne of Blood (Kurosawa)

Describe the 
setting – time 
period, physical 
landscape, 
atmosphere

Event Macbeth (Polanski)
COMMON GROUND

Throne of Blood (Kurosawa)

Describe the 
witches. How are 
they portrayed?



 This course provides students with opportunities to think critically as 
they explore, extend, and refine their writing skills.

 Students will develop their writing through processes of drafting, 
reflecting, and revising to build a body of work that demonstrates 
breadth, depth, and evidence of writing for a range of situations.

Highlights:
 Non-Fiction writing for a variety of purposes: compare/contrast, persuasion, 

expository/argumentative, process analysis, cause and effect, etc.
 Planning, drafting, and editing processes
 Research and citation skills
 Academic reading strategies
 Evaluation of source credibility



Unit 1- Identity: Loss and Belonging
 How does one's culture influence their identity?
 Why is it important to understand the unique perspectives of others?

Curricular Competencies:
 Evaluate the relevance, accuracy, and reliability of texts
 Use writing and design processes to plan, develop, and create engaging and 

meaningful texts for a variety of purposes and audiences
 Reflect on, assess, and refine texts to improve clarity



Unit 3- Reconciliation

What are the most effective ways that Canadians 
(or students at Alpha) can bring 
about reconciliation with First Nations people for 
the legacy of Indian Residential Schools?

What responsibility do all Canadians have to 
remember, reconcile, and respond to the injustice 
that was the Residential School system?

Curricular Competencies:

 Recognize and understand the diversity within and across 
First Peoples societies, as represented in texts

 Respond to text in personal, creative, and critical ways





 In creative writing, students will sharpen their skills as 
literary artists. Through the study of key texts in specific 
genres, we'll explore universal topics including love, 
death, and technology's impact on humanity.

Units:
"The year was 2081, and everybody was finally 

equal": Science Fiction Short Stories, Technology 
and the Modern World
"dying is fine)but Death": Poetry and Death
"Did my heart love till now?": Love, War and Screen 

Writing



Death Poems
“dying is fine(but death” by ee cummings
“Five Ways to Kill a Man” by Edwin Brock
“Dulce Et Decorum Est” by Wilfred Owen

“Death Be not Proud” by John Donne
“Sonnet 71” by William Shakespeare

“The Mercy Seat” by Nick Cave
“Post Humus” by Patti Tana

“Funeral Blues” by WH Auden
“Through All His Days His Jokes” by Joy Kogawa



Title

Form of the Poem
Does the poem have a 

specific form, or is it free 
verse? What are some of the 

formal features of the poem?

Poetic Devices
What poetic devices does the 
poem feature? Do any stand 
out or make an impression?

Topic of the Poem
What is the poem 

discussing?

Theme of the Poem
What is the speaker’s 

message about the topic?

“dying is fine(but 
death” by ee 

cummings
“Five Ways to Kill 
a Man” by Edwin 

Brock
“Dulce Et 

Decorum Est” by 
Wilfred Owen
“Death Be not 
Proud” by John 

Donne
“Sonnet 71” by 

William 
Shakespeare

“The Mercy Seat” 
by Nick Cave

“Post Humus” by 
Patti Tana

“Funeral Blues” by 
WH Auden

“Through All His 
Days His Jokes” by 

Joy Kogawa



 Students will individually and collaboratively study, create and use 
language to produce original pieces in a variety of ways to explore 
how “Voice is powerful and evocative.”

Course will be taught in Socratic seminar format.

Highlights:
Oral story telling in an Audio Book
Becoming the Teacher
T.E.D. talks (Alpha talks)
Poetry Café or Poetry Slam
Reader’s Theatre Production



Unit 1: Feature competency: Texts are socially, culturally, geographically and 
historically constructed

-Discussion etiquette and language features
-Socratic Seminars
-Oral Traditions: history of oral language
-Inquiry about oral language (mini project)
-Audio books: practice and discover voice

-Will collaborate with elementary school where 
students choose favourite story book and high school students create an 
audio book dedicated to them
Unit 2: Feature competency: Literary elements, techniques and devices 
enhance, shape and impact meaning

-“The importance of Place” short story and poetry unit
-Class teaches each other a chosen story and poem
-Creative writing
-Poetry Café / poetry Slam
-synthesis



Unit 3: Feature competency: Personal, social, cultural contexts, values and 
perspectives play a role in texts

-“Ideas Worth Spreading”: Fiction Unit
-Fahrenheit 451 (or lit circles)
-Ted Talks (Alpha Talks)

-Student picks an idea they think is worth spreading and 
creates a 5 minute ted talk that will be uploaded on school site.
Unit 4: Feature competency: Creatively and critically manipulate 
language for a desired effect considering the importance of audience

-“Does love conquer all?”: Drama
-"Romeo and Juliet" Shakespeare
-Reader’s Theatre production



 The New Media Lab is a hands-on, real-world exploration of media in the online 
age. We run an actual media website, producing engaging content for a general 
audience. We learn vital skills for the fast-paced digital world.

 Highlights:
 Studying and imitating actual media websites online
 Self-selected topics including sports, gaming, beauty, music, style, technology 

etc. in a writing workshop to produce high quality work for publication
 Selecting work roles within our organization including
Social media strategy
Graphic design and illustration
Editorial leadership

 Using blogging and wiki sites
 Keeping up-to-date on topics of current interest











































 In Grade 10: a fixed ingredient in all ELA course options

 In Grade 11: English Literature 11 Enriched

 In Grade 12: English Literature 12



Focused Literary Studies + Creative Writing = Whodunit? 10

Creative Writing + Spoken Language = Spoken Word 10

Focused Literary Studies = Dystopian Worlds 11

Focused Literary Studies = The Art of Political Protest 11/12

Focused Literary Studies = Studies in Shakespeare 11/12



Questions?
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